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this software supports all major time clocks. unlike other attendance management systems, it works
with all types of time clocks. for example, adp time & attendance software can work with the time
in/time out, tag, palm, timeboss and time series devices found on-site or in the cloud. its a major
upgrade from the rigid, proprietary systems of the past. with adp time and attendance system

software, you can automate all the timekeeping, attendance and payroll tasks that used to be done
manually. adp time and attendance system software is a unique departure from old time clock

procedures. in fact, every hour of the day matters with adp time and attendance system software.
every minute is tracked, every punch is automatically submitted and every payroll report is

automatically generated. it even makes sure that the maximum number of hours worked per day are
properly handled. this intelligent time clock solution helps companies meet the strict regulatory

requirements of the federal government, including the federal-state equal pay enforcement action
website, a tool that provides online wage and hour posters to help ensure employees are paid what

they are entitled to. the adp time and attendance systems can be deployed on-premise or in the
cloud. every feature is integrated so you can get more from your attendance management system.

for example, adp time clock software can work with other system applications including payroll,
financials and many more applications. its a time clock software solution youll love. every hour of the
day matters with adp time and attendance system software. every minute is tracked, every punch is
automatically submitted and every payroll report is automatically generated. it even makes sure that

the maximum number of hours worked per day are properly handled. this intelligent time clock
solution helps companies meet the strict regulatory requirements of the federal government,

including the federal-state equal pay enforcement action website, a tool that provides online wage
and hour posters to help ensure employees are paid what they are entitled to.
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nothing in these terms and conditions
shall exclude or restrict uniontrack's
liability to you for death or personal

injury as a result of uniontrack's
negligence, or for fraud. if uniontrack
fails to exercise or enforce any of its
rights or remedies under these terms

and conditions, this shall not be a
waiver of any of uniontrack's rights or
remedies. the copyright in the website
(design, text, software) and the design
of the homepage is owned by us. the
content of the website and the design

of the homepage are protected by
copyright, trademarks and other

intellectual property rights and other
laws and may not be copied, imitated

or used, in whole or in part, without our
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prior written consent. our trademarks
and service marks, including the

uniontrack name, may not be used,
without our prior written consent, in

connection with any product or service
that is not ours, in any manner that is
likely to cause confusion and may not

be used in any manner that disparages
or discredits uniontrack. uniontrack is
authorized to charge for products and
services rendered pursuant to these

terms and conditions. we will not
charge any amounts for any product or
service offered on this website unless
we have previously agreed to do so in
writing. we reserve the right to refuse

any purchase, create a reasonable
security deposit if the product or

service is to be used for any reason in
a foreign country, or cancel any

product or service at any time, for any
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reason. this agreement, together with
our privacy policy, constitutes the

complete agreement between you and
uniontrack with respect to the subject
matter hereof. any other agreements
you may have with respect to your

uniontrack account shall be
superseded by this agreement.
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